
The visual description of training an interruptibility prediction model
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Selection of Best-performing ML Algorithm and Window Size 
• We first examined the general models using an aggregated dataset of all drivers. 
• The random forest model achieved the best performance among the four ML 

algorithms.

Driver Variance
• The interruptibility could be varied by individual differences.
• For the user-specific models, each model was individually trained and tested with 

specific user data. 
• The average performance (F-measure) of the user-specific models  models was similar 

to the performance of the general model.

Performance of user-specific models. For the user- specific models, the value of F-measure
shows the average of value among the models.

Model type
User specific General

Average F-measures 0.71 0.74

Interruptibility Labeling and Feature Generation
Interruptibilitywaslabeledasabinaryoutcome- interruptiblewhenall threedimensionsindicatedinterruptible(n=939);otherwiseuninterruptible(n=449).
Togeneratefeatures,weusedthevehicleandenvironmentaldatathatwerecollectedbeforethestartofasecondarytaskexecution.

Performance (F-measure) of general models against machine learning (ML) algorithm and
window sizes.

Window size (in seconds)
1 2 3 4 5

ML algorithm

Decision Tree 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.56 0.58
SVM 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.13

Naïve Bayes 0.73 0.70 0.65 0.61 0.61
Random Forest 0.73 0.74 0.70 0.71 0.69

29subjectsdrovedrivingcoursefortwice(baselineandsecondary-taskdrivingsession). Duringthesecondary-tasksession,thedriversperformedanaverageof47.86(SD=6.83)secondarytasks
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Secondary task consists of three stages: asking, interacting, measuring. 
To systematically induce varying levels of cognitive demand, we employed three varying level of n-back: 0-back (a very mild task demand), 1-back (a moderate level), or 2-back (a high level of task demand).
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Driving 
safety 

measures ‘how safely a user drives a vehicle’, and 
indicates interruptible if driving performance was 
not degraded when dual-tasking of driving and 
secondary tasks compared to when performing 
driving task alone (baseline). 

Auditory-
verbal 

perform-
ance

Overall 
perceived 
difficulty

measures ‘how well a user performs an 
auditory-verbal task’, and indicates 
interruptible if a driver correctly 
answered all the items in a given n-
back test. 

measures ‘how difficult it is to perform 
a dual task’, and indicates interruptible 
if a difficulty rating in the measuring
stage is lower. 
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